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Abstract

A model for calculations of Charge exchange Recombination (CXR) signals of impurity

nuclei injected in high temperature plasma has been developed. For that purpose, the simplified

collisional-radiative model for calculations of CXR signal and the corona equilibrium set of

equations for ionization balance were solved taking into account the main physical processes

involved. Scaling laws of partial CX cross sections with respect to both principal and angular

quantum numbers of captured electron have been established on the basis of the results of

Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) calculations.

The CXR signals for a Li tracer in TESPEL experiments on LHD and CHS machines

have been calculated. The difference of about two orders of magnitude in the calculated signals

is due to the difference of both NBI neutral flux density and capture-radiation cross-sections and

explains the lack of Li3+ CXR signals in the measurements on LHD.

Calculations of the CXR signals for various injected impurities have been performed for

LHD conditions. The operational limits of the use of TESPEL diagnostics in the visible spectral

range on LHD have been determined. For 7>l-2 keV (PMB/ = 3 MW) and We=(2-5)-1013 cm'3,

injection of F, Mg and Al as tracer materials is proposed.
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1. Introduction

The Tracer Encapsulated Solid Pellet (TESPEL) injection method has been recently

proposed for diagnostics of impurity transport of the core toroidal plasmas [1]. The basic idea of

this method is illustrated on example of the TESPEL diagnostics setup developed for LHD and

shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Setup of TESPEL diagnostics in LHD.

A solid impurity material (tracer) is encapsulated in the outer layer of polystyrene (shell)

and is accelerated in the direction of plasma core by pellet injector with a He propellant gas. The

ablating pellet deposits in the plasma firstly its shell material and then the tracer material (LiH in

our example) in a narrow region (order of several cm) of the plasma core. After toroidal

symmetrization and complete ionization of the tracer material, a Li3+ annular domain is created.

The radial behavior of this localized domain can be measured by observation of CXR emission

intensity due to CX reaction of the injected impurity nuclei f (of nuclear charge Z) with the

neutral beam injection (NBI) hydrogen atoms (assumed to be in their ground state)
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] S J H + (1)

where n and / are the principal and orbital angular quantum numbers of the captured electron on

the ion. For ions with charge Z, the electron capture takes place preferentially on excited energy

levels with n =Z. For Z>2, these are the excited product ion levels that radiate and the emission

of which gives the basis for the CXR - based spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostics of plasma

impurities (and other plasma parameters).

The CXR signal is measured within certain visible spectral range. Therefore, perturbation

of the signal caused by continuum radiation is possible mainly due to ablatant created by the

shell material. The amount of tracer material is about two orders of magnitude less than the

amount of shell particles. Estimations show that the input of tracer material in the perturbation of

continuum radiation can be neglected up to the trace charge values of Z « 17-18. Besides, a

background (reference) emission can appear due to the charge exchange between fully ionized

ions and thermal neutrals which come from the plasma edge where the ion temperature is low [2].

For these reasons, the CXRS system developed for measurements of plasma poloidal rotation [2]

is used. In this system, the CXRS detector array in the NBI port is arranged together with the

reference detector array that has geometry identical to the CXRS detectors in the port without

NBI. Signals from the detectors via optical fibers are transferred to entrance of the set of photo-

multipliers. These photo-multipliers are equipped by sets of interference filters that provide

measurements of a narrow specific spectral range (~ 1 nm) containing the line intensity of H-like

ions of the injected impurity. Thus, subtraction of the reference signals from the CXR detector

signals results in pure CXR signals due to reaction (1) that is schematically shown in Fig. 1.

Measuring a time interval At between maximums of CXR signals with a radial Ar displacement,

one can derive the effective diffusion coefficient of impurity averaged over the radial range Ar.

The described approach has been successfully used for Li3+ transport studies in TESPEL

experiments with LiH tracer on CHS [3]. A sample of the CXRS and reference signals measured

in these experiments is shown in Fig. 2a. It is seen that a fairly well pronounced difference of the

signals before and after the pellet injection is observed, that has been used for the subsequent

signal subtraction. For comparison, the similar signals measured in LHD TESPEL experiments

with LiH tracer are shown in Fig. 2b. Unfortunately, no detectable difference has been observed

in that case.
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Fig. 2. Temporal behavior of LUII radiation intensity (450M.5 nm) in TESPEL

experiments on CHS (a) with ENm = 36 keV and on LHD (b) with ENB, = 150 keV.

The purpose of the present paper is to explain the lack of CXR Li3+ signal in LHD

TESPEL experiments and to determine the operational limits of the TESPEL CXRS diagnostics

in the visible spectral range for the study of impurity transport in LHD.

2. General remarks

The key parameter of the problem considered is the cross-section of the reaction (1). In

Fig. 3 the reduced total CX cross-section aCXtot /Z versus the reduced NBI energy EfZ?n taken

from Ref. [4] is shown. The arrows in the figure indicate the conditions for different energy E of

NBI and Z of tracer material corresponding to the CHS (£ = 36 keV) and LHD (E = 150 keV)

TESPEL experiments. It can be seen that the CX total cross-section drastically depends on E and

Z. For a Li tracer, the aCXtot value for CHS is 30 times larger than that for LHD NBI energy.

At the fixed energy of NBI in LHD, one should move to higher Z of tracer material (see points

for F, Si, Ti shown in Fig. 3) in order to reach the reduced energy region of high reduced CX

cross sections.

Increase of the tracer material charge leads to additional requirements. Namely, the

ionization of tracer atom can be incomplete at a given electron temperature Te. Hence, the nuclei

density Nz can differ from the Nimp density of the injected impurity by a factor equal to the

ionization degree dz ~ N^Nimp. A CXR signal decreases with decreasing of the nuclei density

that may limit observations. Another limitation arises from the requirement that the time Tjon of

complete ionization of the injected impurity has to be significantly smaller than the characteristic

diffusion time Tag. For light material like Li, relationships
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(Xz~ 1, (2)

are easily fulfilled. For higher Z tracers, however, these conditions may be violated and the

ionization process of these impurity ions has to be taken into consideration.

Apparatus of the TESPEL diagnostics on LHD has been developed for the visible

spectral range. It is well known that only transitions with a change of the principal quantum

number n by one (An =1) can provide wavelengths of fairly high-Z ion radiation in the visible

domain. For the radiation in the visible spectral range, these two quantities are related to each

other by the following simple relation

nv = 2.2-Z
•2/3

(3)

For instance, the radiation due to electron transition from nv = 17 to nv-l=16 lies in the

visible spectral range only if Z B 22 (i.e. the tracer has to be titanium, or an element with a close

nuclear charge). The relation (3) indicates that when using high-Z tracer elements to have large

total CX cross sections, one has to use the radiation from the high-n levels in order to stay within

the visible spectral range. For the collision energies above 100 keV the total electron capture

cross section is distributed among many quantum levels of the product ion, resulting in relatively

small partial n-CX cross sections, especially for the higher n- values of the distribution.

10' 102

E(keV)/in
103

Fig. 3. The reduced total o ° /Z CX cross-section of impurity nuclei with

charge Z versus the reduced NBI energy E/Z3 .
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Therefore, although the total CX cross-section increases with Z, it does not automatically

guarantees large n-partial cross-section to nv. Moreover, the radiation takes place due to

transitions between given initial and final n,l -states, which means that the partial n-CX cross

section has to be distributed among all the «,/-substates within a given n - energy level, which

further reduces the portion of the total cross section that contributes to the CXR signal. Therefore,

one should consider the population of the specific sublevels n,l very carefully, with inclusion not

only the CX process (1) but also all other processes contributing to the population and

destruction of the radiating n,l sublevel.

3. Model

The consideration of a wide range of charges and varieties of injected impurities with the

purpose of optimization of the CXR signal (with respect to the optimal choice of tracer impurity

for the given range of LHD plasma parameters and given beam energy) had required to simplify

the collisional-radiative (CR) set of equations for calculation of the CXR signal, as well as the

corona equilibrium (CE) set of equations for the ionization balance, in order to evaluate the

conditions (2).

3.1. Calculation of CXRS signal.

An excited state of an H-like ion in high-temperature plasmas can be populated by

radiative recombination with a plasma electron, by charge exchange of the parent nuclei (on the

beam atoms), by radiative decay and collisional de-excitation of higher states and collisional

excitation of lower states. It can be depopulated by radiative decay and collisional de-excitation

to lower states and by collisional ionization.

To calculate CXR signal, the set of CR equations was simplified by taking into account

the following dominant processes that populate the 'nf states of hydrogen-like impurity ions

Z—7with density N , :

CX
1. CX reaction (1) with partial CX cross section a , to specific 'n/' state with given

principal n and angular / quantum numbers.

2. Radiative decay cascade from all levels with n '--> n to the level n.

3. Radiative decay transitions from the level n to all levels with n '<-- n.

It is shown in the Appendix that for large Z and n of interest here, the processes of radiative

recombination of nuclei, excitation, de-excitation and ionization of H-like ions of injected
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impurity are negligible in comparison with the processes listed above. Thus, a set of equations

7—1for population of the H-like ion density N . to the specific state nl is

/ ,/ /
n >n,l n

Here, Nz is the density of impurity nuclei, NH VH is the flux of NBI atoms, /'= l±l (following

Z — 1
from the selection rule for dipole allowed transitions), A , /./is the transition probability for

spontaneous radiative decay from the nl to n Estate of H-like ions.

The photon volumetric source of CX reaction in the visible spectral range is due to the

transitions nl,(n-l)Vonly,

Z-1

= — Nnl 1\Anl(n-l)(l + l)+Anl(n~l)(l-l)\ [Photons/m3/s/strd] (5)
dV 4p

The solution of equations (4) was obtained by using approach described in Ref. [5]. Thus,

7—1for steady state condition t » l/min( A , ) from the set of equations (4) one can obtain

/
n>n I ri<n

where Cn'n is the cascade matrix from all levels n'>n calculated in Ref. [5]. Substituting Eq. (6)

into Eq. (7), and making summation over the whole range of the angular quantum number /, we

have

dJz-i

_JhLHzll =—NZNHvHl(jC* _ , , ) [photons/m3/s/strd], (7)
dV 4p \ >( 'I

I CX \
where ( a , , x) is the capture-radiation cross section for the transition n —> n-1,\ n,(n-I)f r
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Z—/
and Pn[ / n _ j w' is the radiation probability that is the ratio of A , decay probabilities for the

transitions nl => (n-l)V to the total probability of radiative decay of the level n:

Z—l Z—l
A + A

p nl,(n
pnl,(n-l)V- v .Z-l

To calculate the radiation photon flux measured in experiments by a detector with a

detection area Sd and a radial position Rd, the volumetric source of CX photon flux emission (7)

has to be integrated over the whole observation volume Vem

lln-l = f - ^ T ^ N H V H ( < f n - 1 ) ) d v [photons/s], (10)
V d

em

One can see from Eq.(10) that for fixed NBI energy and power, and for a given geometry

of TESPEL experiments, CXR signal is proportional to the (c , _ / )} capture-radiation

cross-section multiplied on the density Nz of the nuclei. From a methodological point of view,

we should keep the amount of injected impurity on a fairly low level. Therefore, key parameters

CXare the dependencies of a , partial cross-section and P ^ / n _ / \/' radiation probability for

H-like atomic systems on the n, / quantum numbers (see Eqs. (8,9)).

3.2. Partial CX cross-sections and radiation probability.

The n- and n,l- partial CX cross-sections for 150 keV NBI energy in LHD were

calculated for the fully stripped ions with Z=3, 6, 9, 12, 14, 18, 22 by using the CTMC code.

CX
Since the calculations are highly time-consuming, the following scaling fit-functions for a ,

CY n~ CY
and a){ = X G / were devised:

1=0 nl

1.110~]7Z]7Z3/2

1.35
exp

0.815 }2.3(n/Z"-ulu )

(n/Za8]5)3
(11)
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(12)

The results of CTMC calculations and those produced by the scaling functions (11,12) for some

Z -ions from the Z=3-22 range are shown in Fig. 4. For the Z = 6-22 range, the principal

quantum numbers nv for the visible domain are shown by the hatched area in Fig. 4a together

with a vertical segment for nv corresponding to the Li- tracer material. One can see that the

dashed area is
range of n for
visible domain
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ex
partial cross-sections a% corresponding to the visible domain increase with increasing Z and

their values are not far from the region of the maximum values.

It is seen from Fig. 4b that with increasing Z the a , dependencies have a tendency to

be closer to the statistical distribution a , /<r% =(2l + l)/n over I. It seems that the n,l -

distribution of captured electrons is closer to a situation when the "string mixing" of Stark states

due to the rotation of the intemuclear axis [6] takes place as the population mechanism of

ex
different n,l-substates in reaction (1). However, for light Z materials the a . maximum over I

shifts to the low I values (the case of "weak mixing" [6]) and this situation is unfavorable if one

takes into account that the radiation probability F n | / „ _ / u ' (a multiplier in Eq. (8) for the

capture-radiation cross-section) has an opposite tendency with increasing I, as shown below.

A radiation probability for H-like atomic systems was calculated for different Z-ions

versus the n, I quantum numbers according to the Cordon approach [7]. The calculated

45 -12 -9 -6 -3 0

Fig. 5. The radiative transition probability P n j (n^ju' from the nl-suhstate

to the (n-l)l'suhstates versus the angular quantum number I.
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Pnl /n_] <[' dependencies on the angular quantum number /, subtracted by their maximal values

(n-1) for the given n, are shown in Fig. 5. The values of nv for different Z in Fig. 5 correspond

to the transitions in the visible domain (Eq. (3)).

3.3. Ionization balance of high Z ions.

The ionization degrees oiz have been calculated for a wide Z- range using the simplified

CE set of equations (13). The number of injected nuclei has to be very large (preferably close to

amount of injected atoms) for a CXR measurement. It is well known that the ionization degree

becomes large for temperatures Te >hon with /,<>„ being ionization potential of H-like ions.

Therefore, one can take that the densities of all states, beginning from the Li-like one, are zero,

which is a quite acceptable approximation for the temperature range of interest here. This gives

the well-known CE result

rflN*1 = Sf'/R*, 1^ = 0, q =Z-3, Z-4, 0, (13)

where S2' and Z?2 are the effective ionization and recombination rate coefficients of the indicated

ions. Thus, only the nuclei, H- and He-like ions were taken into account in our model. The

ionization rate coefficients presented in the Appendix were calculated for the ground states

(n = 1) only, since due to the large radiative decay probabilities a small population of higher

principal quantum numbers is expected. The results of calculations of effective ionization rate

coefficient of H-like ions, performed within the CR model [S], confirm the validity of this

approach. The rate coefficients for other processes, needed in the ionization balance calculations

and used in the present paper, are given in the Appendix. Because of small values of the ratio

e = (1-3)-10"6, we have neglected the CX recombination term in the ionization balance

equations. In that case, the calculation of Oz becomes independent of the electron density.

To validate our simplified calculations of <Xz, we compare the obtained results with those

obtained using the MIST impurity transport code [9], in which all ionization states are taken into

account in Eqs. (13). The comparison is shown in Fig. 6. It seen that the simplified model

slightly underestimates the otz values, and the difference increases with increasing Z and

decreasing Te. However, these discrepancies are not larger than 10-15% even for high Z material

likeTiatr,=10keV.
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Fig. 6. Complete ionization degree ctz versus electron temperature calculated by the

simplified model (solid curves) and by MIST code (dotted curves) for F, Si, Ti.
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ionization potentials ofH-like ions of impurities shown.
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In order to estimate the time needed for complete ionization xlon, we used the fact that the

ionization potentials of H- an He-like ions of injected impurities are close to each other and these

values are much larger than the ionization potentials of lower ionization states. Thus, TiOn can be

estimated as the sum of ionization times of H- an He-like ions for the temperature range of

interest, Te > /,„„. Using the MIST code, we have calculated the time fequu needed to reach the

ionization equilibrium of an impurity with charge Z at the given electron temperature Te. The

results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 7 together with the az values from Fig. 6. It can be

seen that for temperatures Te > Imn, the times ^on calculated by our CE model are close to tequn

obtained from the MIST code calculations. The decrease of %quii for temperatures lower than the

corresponding ionization potential can be explained by the fact that for these conditions the

equilibrium is determined by the lower ionization states, with correspondingly lower ionization

times.

4. Results of Calculations and Discussion

4.1. Calculations of CXRS signal for CHS and LHD.

In Fig. 8, the partial CX radiation cross-sections for Li material as a tracer for CHS

E =150 keV
timed x 20

Fig. 8. Partial CX radiation cross-sections versus I for the CHS (blue curve) and for

LHD (red curve). Black curve is I dependence of the radiation probability for H-like

Li ion.
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(ENBI = 36 keV) and LHD (ENBI =150 keV) cases are shown, together with the / dependence of

the radiation probability for H-like Li ion. The reasons resulting in the large difference of Li

capture-radiation cross sections in these two machines are evident from Fig. 8. There are small

absolute values of CX cross-section and unfavorable dependence of the partial cross-section on

the angular quantum number / relative to /-dependence of the radiation probability mentioned

above. Results of evaluations of CXR signals of Li3+ ions for TESPEL experimental conditions

on these two machines are presented in Table 1. Here, Rp is pellet radius.

Table 1.

Parameter

PNBI [MW]

ENBI [keV]

SNBI [m ]

J/e=nHvH [ lO'^m^s 1 ]

Rp [mm]

NZ=NU [ 1 0 W ]

Vem [cm3]

Gte,=(SyRd/ [lO"4]

15,4 [ltfphotons/s]

CHS

0.7

36

0.016

5

1.47

0.025

5

10
1.5

44

LHD

3

150

0.36

02

0.047

0.1

10

60

1.0

0.44

The most different input parameters of CXR signal evaluations by means of Eq. (10) are

underlined in the Table. It is seen that small values of both capture-radiation cross-section and

NBI density flux result in two order of magnitude smaller CXR signal I54 values for LHD case.

This explains why no detectable difference between the CXRS and reference detector signals has

been observed in LHD TESPEL experiments with LiH tracer (see Fig. 2).

4.2. Calculations of CXRS signal for various Z tracer material in LHD.

The model developed has been used for calculations of CXRS signal for various Z tracer

material in LHD case with NBI energy 150 keV. The capture-radiation cross-section normalized

to its 4.7-1019 cm2 value for Li versus a tracer charge Z is shown in Fig. 9. The analysis of

Fig. 9 confirms the preliminary conclusion made previously on the basis of considerations of
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Fig. 9. Capture-radiation cross-sections normalized at its value for Li versus Zfor

LHD case with NBI energy 150 keV.

total cross-section dependence on Z (that one should use higher Z TESPEL injection into LHD

plasmas). The evaluated capture-radiation cross-section for Zt 10 are 30-100 times larger then

the one for Li tracer material.

As was mentioned above and can be seen from Eq. (10), at a fixed geometry of the

( CX \
®n(n-l)I

and the density of injected impurity nuclei, N1. The last quantity can differ from the density Nimp

of injected impurity atoms by (ionization degree) Oz times. Hence, the CXR signal increases

I CX \
with increasing the product parameter 0= \®n(n-]\)az-

The functional dependence of this parameter on Z was calculated using the simplified

ionization model and is shown in Fig. 10a for three different electron temperatures. The

CX
dependence of parameter 0 on Z has a maximum because increases and

decreases with increasing Z, and it depends on electron temperature. These Z-depsndencies can

3/4be reduced to one curve by dividing the considered product & by T^ and its argument Z by

- 1 5 -
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Fig. 10. Product CXR parameter 0 versus Zfor different electron temperatures (a)

and reduced product CXR parameters versus reduced Z (b).

Tg . The reduced ©from Fig. 10a versus reduced tracer charge are shown in Fig. 10b together

with their

.2.2

xJS+100 T}n(eV)
(14)

The observed scaling property of the product 0 allows to derive a simple relationship

between the electron temperature and the charge Zopt for which optimal observation conditions of

the maximum CXR signal are achieved. In a similar way, one can introduce a range of tracer
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materials with Z ranging from Zmm to Zmax by the requirement that the CXR signal level should

not be smaller than half of its maximum amplitude. These conditions are shown below

Zopt=L15-TX
e
n(eV), Zmin=0.75-Ty3(eV), (15)

4.3. Operational limits ofTESPEL diagnostics in LHD.

Let us specify the condition (2) by requiring that the complete ionization time %„„ has to

be 3 times smaller than the characteristic diffusion time r^ . For an impurity diffusion

coefficient D = 5103 cm2/s, and a distance between CXRS detector channels Ar = 20 cm, Tag cm

be estimated as Tdiff= Ar21(4 D)=2(f 1(4-5 •!&)•= 20 ms. Thus, we have

Tion(Z,Te,Ne)=TdiJ}J3~lms (16)

Finally, the condition (15) for the CXR signal level and the condition (16) for complete

10'1013(cm3)

2-103(cm3)

140 (cm)

1.0 2.0 3.0 40 5.0

Te (keV)
Fig. 11. Operational limits ofTESPEL diagnostics for studies of nuclei impurity

transport in LHD machine with NB1 energy 150 keV.
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ionization of injected impurity lead to establishment of certain operational limits of TESPEL

diagnostics for studies of the fully stripped impurity transport in LHD at the NBI energy of ISO

keV. These limits are shown in Fig. 11. The red thick line and error bars represent the equations

(15) for Zopt and Zmin, ZOT(U, respectively. The conditions (16) are shown by four curves for

different electron plasma densities in the range 1013-1014 cm'3. The limits shown in Fig. 11 can

be easily used for choosing the TESPEL tracer material. The choice should be made for

materials with atomic number within the red error bars, preferably closer to the red thick curve

corresponding to maximum CXR signal, and below the curve which represents the condition on

ionization time for the given electron plasma density. For example, for Te =1-2 keV (PNBI = 3

MW) and Ne = (2-5)-1013 cm"3, injection of F, Mg and Al as a tracer material should be

considered as favorable from the point of view of high CXR signals.

5. Conclusions

A model for calculations of CXR signals of impurities injected in high temperature

plasmas has been developed. For that purpose, a simplified CR model for calculations of CXR

signal and the CE set of equations for ionization balance were solved taking into account the

dominant physical processes involved. Scaling relationships for the partial CX cross-sections

with respect to both the principal and angular quantum numbers (as the main input parameter in

the model) have been established on the basis of numerical results of CTMC CX cross section

calculations.

The CXR signals for Li tracer in TESPEL experiments on LHD and CHS machines have

been calculated. The difference of about two order of magnitude in the calculated signals due to

difference in both the NBI neutral flux density and capture-radiation cross section explains the

lack of observation of Li3+ CXR signals in LHD.

The calculations of CXR signals for various injected impurities in a high temperature

plasma have been performed for LHD conditions. Conditions on the maximum CXR signal and

on the complete ionization time that has to be much smaller than impurity transport time, have

been found. These conditions determine the operational limits of the use of TESPEL diagnostics

in the visible spectral range on LHD. At Te =1-2 keV (PNBi = 3 MW) and Ne = (2-5)-1013 cm"3,

injection of F, Mg and Al as tracer materials for LHD is proposed.

The approach developed in the present work can be applied for optimization of CXR

measurements of injected impurities also for other NBI energies and/or for the VUV region of

observation.
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Appendix

Below we estimate different mechanisms of population and de-population of the level with

principal quantum number n with the objective to verify the simplification of the CR model done in

the model used. Following [5], the spontaneous radiative decay probability An n from level ni to

level no can be written as

1
where ^ =0.80-10 sec~ , fn,,n0

 ls t n e absorption oscillator strength evaluated using [8],

2 2 2

?E-RyZ -(1/itQ -1/nj ) is the transition energy for threshold energy of excitation from tii to

n0, Te is electron temperature, Ry is Rydberg constant, go=2-no and g, =2-ny are the statistical

weights of states with principal quantum numbers n0, nh respectively.
The values An. no of transition from n\ = nv to no = nv-l should be much larger than those

calculated for excitation and de-excitation rate coefficients for this transition. We used the

following expression for the excitation rate coefficient (the Van Regemorter formula, see [5])

\3/2

I pwzexp(-p)G(P) [cm3/s], (A.2)

and the de-excitation rate coefficient can be obtained from Eq. (A.2) by the detailed balance

principle as

x3/2
rde-exc\_-2 n, in~7 80/,\JT I Ky ) ol/2r/flir—3,

v a ^ x c ) = 3.2-lO-'^-(v)fnin p ^ fi'^Gffiilcm'/s]. (A3)
ni.no I gx ' y&E)

Here, ft is defined by fi - AE/Te. The Gaunt factorG(fi) is a slowly varying function of fi , with

magnitude of the order of unity:

3

G(y9) = O.349-/Yy9) + O.O988 + O.455-y92 -f(fi), (A.4)

where the function/is taken from [6]

(A.5)

The collisional ionization can be neglected, as its ionization rate coefficient from the level n

is much smaller than the radiative decay Anj nQ of this level to the ground state. The radiative
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recombination rate coefficient to the level n is also much smaller than the CX recombination rate

CXN uVf] <?n • For the collisional ionization and radiative recombination rate coefficients for the

level n, the following formulae [5] are used:

N3/2
W2q• ^ J3Z
W2 • exp(-/3,

van =5.,
3/2 [cm7s],

(A.6)

(A.7)

where q is the number of equivalent electrons on the level nv (for Hydrogen-like ions q=l),

fiz =Iz/Te and Iz =Ry(Z/n)2 is the corresponding binding energy.

Let us compare the rates (their ratios) of the four processes listed above. In Fig. 12 the ratios

of the processes which populate and depopulate the level nv (for visible domain) of H-like ions of

injected impurity with nuclear charge Z are shown for typical plasma parameters Te = 2 keV and

iV<> = 3-1013 cm"3. It is seen that all ratios are rather small, which allows us to neglect the

corresponding processes in the simplified form of CR set of equations.

10

10

8

10
-3

Ne= 3-10'3cmS Te = 2 keV

«J-(Z-1)V>N/Anj

<Jn (Z)vHNf/<an(Z)v>Nl

0 10 15

z
20 25 30

Fig. 12. The ratios of different processes that populate and depopulate the level

nv versus charge of injected impurity Zfor typical plasma parameters in LHD.
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For calculations of the simplified ionization balance, we should use the effective (total) rate

coefficients of ionization of H- and He-like ions, radiative recombination of the nuclei, H-like ions

and dielectronic recombination of H-like ions.

Results of calculations of effective ionization rate coefficients of H -like ions performed by

the CR model [5] confirm that they are rather close to those calculated by Eq. (A.6) with nv = 1.

For the total rate coefficient of radiative recombination of impurity nuclei with charge Z, the

formula from Ref. [11] was used:

£z=Z/137-(500/Ty2(eV))

0.463 0.067 0.078 - 0.046

sz sz

To calculate the total rate coefficient of radiative recombination of H-like ions we used Eq. (A.8)

with charge Z-l. Accuracy of about 50% was found for this approach by comparing the results of

accurate calculations of these rate coefficients [10] with the lvarr (Z-l)\ values obtained from

Eq. (A.8).

The rate coefficient for dielectronic recombination from H-like ions to He-like ions was

taken from the Ref. [12]:

AiZ\ {^A}A [cm3/s], (A.9)\/2 p { ^
(Te(eV))3/2 { Te(eV)

= 7.5-Z2, A3(Z) = 0.0222 Z
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